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ABSTRACTS AND INFORMATION REGARDING- SOUND-
INGS TAKEN WITH SIR WILLIAM THOMSON'S AP-
PARATUS ON THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AMERICA.

BY ME. H. BENEST.

This paper is submitted to the Society of Telegraph Engineers
in the belief that the matter contained therein may prove to be of
interest to many, and probably useful to a few, of the Members.

' In June, 1875, a cable steamer left Valparaiso en route for Callao,
touching at and making examination of the several ports at which
the shore ends of the different sections of the West Coast of America
cables were to be landed.

Soundings were taken over the ground that the heavy types of
cable would be laid on, to a hundred fathoms' water off each port.

Some sixteen days had been occupied in making this inspection
and taking the soundings necessary, when the cable ship arrived
at Islay.

On June 21st, 1875, the undertaking of sounding, over the route
which the first section of the west coast system was to follow, was
proceeded with.

Three thousand fathoms of Horsfall's No. 22 B. W. G. steel-wire
were wound on the drum to start with. The sinkers used were of
the weight specified, and similar in design to those of Sir W.
Thomson's pattern, except that an india-rubber valve was substi-
tuted for the ordinary " butterfly."

Means for facilitating operations were adopted as the work pro-
gressed. By means of an extra pulley on the auxiliary shaft, and
a belt rigged from thence to one on the steam winch, much greater
speed was attained, and consequently a deal of time saved, in the
recovery of the wire.

Some difficulty was anticipated in preserving the wire while it
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was being exposed unavoidably to the action of the seâ -air and
necessarily wet with salt water, so a portion of the alkaline solution
in which the wire had been previously steeped was poured into the
trough under the drum, the object in view being to keep the wire
passing through it while reeling up; but this plan did not answer,
inasmuch as the solution was splashed out, wetting the break-strap
and reducing the friction, thereby causing the wire to overrun the
sinker in descending.

On the failure of this plan the wire was caused to pass through
some oiled waste while picking up, and the wire on the drum well
" dosed " with ordinary engine oil during intervals of soundings.

The wire, a sufficient quantity of which was wound on the drum
belonging to the apparatus, had been kept, in tanks constructed for
the purpose, in a solution of the following proportions : viz.

Caustic soda . . . 3 oz.
Freshwater . . . 1 gallon.

The surplus wire, being wound on another drum and treated in
like manner, was ready to replenish any loss that might occur from
the drum in use on the machine.

In less than twelve hours from the commencement of the work
ten casts had been taken, the maximum depth attained being
1,122 fathoms, minimum 425, amounting in the aggregate to over
5,600 fathoms. Distance run and ground sounded over, about
60 miles.

Two weights were lost with nearly 500 fathoms wire. On one
occasion the sinker was supposed to have fouled on a rocky bottom,
the wire parting at some depth below the surface without any
undue strain being put on from the ship.

This, the first day's experience with the apparatus, certainly
proved that it had deserved the merits which had hitherto been
claimed for it.

During the following day, June 22nd, 1875, eleven soundings
were taken, the maximum depth attained 958 fathoms, minimum
250 fathoms ; aggregate number of fathoms nearly 6,000. Distance
made and ground sounded, over 104 miles. A strong south-east
wind was experienced during the night, rendering operations some-
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what more difficult. It was found best, under these conditions, to
bring the ship up head to wind and sea, keeping the engines going
over the centre to enable her to keep steerage-way. An approxi-
mate' correction applied for the angle of the wire would give
the depth sufficiently correct for all practical purposes; but in-
variably it was the case that by the time the weight reached the
bottom the wire would be plumb, the vessel just "holding her
own." against wind and sea.

No wire nor weights were lost during this day's work, and at
nearly midnight the task was relinquished until daylight should
permit of fresh bearings of the land being observed and a new
departure taken.

On June 23rd but seven casts were taken, owing to a dense
mist overhanging the land, and, even when clearing a bit, some
doubts were held as to the correctness of the bearings. Maximum
depth attained 730 fathoms, minimum 119 ; aggregate number
of fathoms, 2,500; distance made and ground sounded over, about
40 miles. Lost 329 fathoms of wire and one weight, owing to
wire fouling on the drum.

At about 8 o'clock in the evening, the exact whereabouts of the
ship being somewhat doubtful, she was brought to anchor some five
miles from the shore in 88 fathoms—mud, with a heavy grapnel and
150 fathoms of 6 x 6 steel wire and manilla grapnel rope.

The next day, June 24th, better work was done, the conditions
of the weather being more favourable. Ten casts were taken,—
maximum depth attained 715 fathoms, minimum 143 fathoms;
aggregate number nearly 4,000 fathoms; distance made, &c,
100 miles. Lost one weight and 126 fathoms of wire ; cause in
doubt. Anchored, as on the previous night, in 83 fathoms, soft mud.

On June 25th twelve casts were taken, making an aggregate of
nearly 5,000 fathoms, and distance made 85 miles. Moderate
weather was experienced, with a slight swell. Anchored as before
at night.

June 26th. Twelve soundings, as yesterday, making an aggre-
gate of over 5,000 fathoms, and distance 105 miles. Anchored
again as before.

June 27th. But six casts were taken, giving a total of 2,100
fathoms ; distance made 80 miles.
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June 28th. Soundings were continued all night up to noon,
when eight more casts had been taken—in all 535 fathoms.
Distance made, &c, 40 miles.

This day brought the sounding operations on the first section to
a successful issue. A very heavy swell, increasing as the water
shoaled, rendered the work both difficult and unpleasant.

A summary of the foregoing abstracts shows the distance made
to have been over 600 miles, going on an average nearly 90 miles
a day.

Seventy-six soundings were taken, representing an aggregate of
30,466 fathoms, or an average of eleven casts and an aggregate of
4,352 fathoms each day.

In all, four sinkers were lost with 942 fathoms wire.
Comparisons are proverbially odious, but such may be admitted

here to show the great superiority of the method of wire-sounding
over that of rope, and in making this comparison it need not de-
tract in the least from the credit due to the officers of the Peruvian
navy for the able manner in which they carried on the work of
sounding over the same section, previous to the advent of the cable
ships with their improved and scientific appliances.

A Peruvian Government steamer left Callao on 31st May, 1875,
and arrived at Ylo, a port some 50 miles south of Islay, on the 15th
June. One hundred and twenty casts had been taken during this
period, the maximum depth attained being 618 fathoms, amount-
ing, in the aggregate, to nearly 18,000 fathoms. Four casts,
giving a total of 2,149 fathoms, were recorded—no bottom.

This would give (say) eight casts a day, equal to about 1,200
fathoms in the aggregate, and about 40 miles of ground covered,
against eleven casts, equal to an aggregate of nearly 4,500 fathoms
and 90 miles distance made when using the wire. Much greater
rapidity was afterwards attained with the Thomson apparatus, as
will be shown, being of course the result of practice.

The absence of further records of the time occupied by the
Peruvian steamer in completing her survey of the bottom as far as
the Bolivian frontier, effectually prevents further information being
given on the subject; however, a brief description of the ship and
the nature of her appliances for sounding may be of interest.

y 2
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Tonnage, about 1,200 tons net; horse-power about 240 nominal,
propelled by paddles; she was used as a dispatch vessel, and was
chosen and commissioned for sounding, as being the most suitable
ship available in Callao at the time.

It is true that the sounding-gear on board this vessel was un-
avoidably of the most ordinary description. The only line to be
procured was 21-thread Manilla. Of sinkers there were a large
assortment, big leads and little leads, fat leads and thin leads, short
and long; many of these were "made up" into bundles of a weight
sufficient to carry the light buoyant line to the bottom in more
than ordinary depths.

There was no drum, merely a shear-leg with a block "rigged
up " at the stern of the ship, the rope being sometimes hauled up
after a cast in "man-o'-war" fashion of " stamp and go," and in
depths of 500 fathoms or more taken to the steam winch, the barrel
of which had been increased in diameter by having stout wooden
battens placed thereon to quicken the process of picking up.

Of indicators there were two kinds, Massey's and Walker's, the
preference being given to the latter by Captain Portal, the officer
in charge.

The manner in which such an amount of work was done with
so few facilities reflects great credit on those who were engaged in
the work.

On the completion of the Chorillos-Mollendo cable, it was deemed
expedient to supplement the soundings already taken by the Peru-
vian steamer between the last-named port and Arica with another
series, to be taken with the wire apparatus; on this service one of
the cable steamers was dispatched, having a few extra picked men
on board accustomed to the mode of working the apparatus.

She left Mollendo at 7 P.M. on the 21st July, 1875,̂ for Arica, and
returned at 8 P.M. on the 23rd, having taken 30 casts amounting in
the aggregate to over 9,000 fathoms, maximum depth attained 435
fathoms, distance made nearly 280 miles. Time occupied 37 hours.

No sinkers nor any wire lost.
On the 28th July the same ship was dispatched from Arica to

take soundings between that port and Iquique; she returned to
Arica at 6.50 P.M. on the 30th July, having taken 25 casts, reach-
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ing an aggregate of over 9,500 fathoms, distance made about 260
miles. Time 52 hours.

324 fathoms wire and one sinker were lost.
On the Mollendo-Arica section it will have been seen that the

cable steamer left Mollendo at 7 P.M. ; no soundings were taken that
night, as no reliable positions by bearings of the land were obtain-
able ; therefore, a course was shaped for Arica. At daylight the
next morning they " closed in " with the land, when bearings
were taken, after which sounding was commenced, and so on, until
the limit of her distance was reached, when " about ship," and a
course was " shaped " for the position of first cast taken, sounding
commencing towards Mollendo.

On the Arica-Iquique section the same plan was followed, ex-
cepting that, as the vessel left earlier, soundings were taken while
correct bearings could be observed, and the vessel then kept on for
Iquique, which was reached at daybreak, when the same course
was pursued as before.

On the 19th August the same vessel left Iquique homeward-
bound, taking a careful set of soundings as far as Caldera; 4 days
14 hours were occupied in this work, some 500 miles of ground
covered, and ' 60 casts taken, showing an aggregate of 26,500
fathoms. 1,260 fathoms was the maximum depth attained.

So " steep-to " is the coast on this section that over 1,000 fathoms
were found five miles from the shore.

This completed the examination of depths required, and there
can be no doubt that the speed with which the sounding operations
were accomplished materially assisted in furthering the work and
reducing the expenses of the expedition.

500 fathoms wire and two sinkers were lost on sounding over
the last section.

Apropos of flying soundings, such were successfully taken while
paying-out cable in depths varying from 100 to 600 fathoms,
without reducing the speed of the ship, which averaged five knots
per hour.

The wire and sinker were nearly always recovered, except in
depths of over 700 fathoms.

In addition to the flying soundings taken from the "paying-out5'
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ship, the accompanying vessel Avas engaged in sounding over any

doubtful ground, and signalling results to the former.

Summary.

Exclusive of flying soundings the total number

of casts taken were . . . . 201
Amounting in the aggregate to . . . 76,500 fathoms
Distance over the ground about . . . 1,400 miles
Time occupied 15 days 4 hours
Number of sinkers lost 7

Do. fathoms of wire lost . . . 1,766

Prior to the arrival out of the ll Dacia " last year with the cable
requisite for the extension to Valparaiso, a Chilian Government
steamer was ordered to take a series of soundings between Val-
paraiso and Caldera.

The appliances available were, as in the case of the Peruvian
steamer, of the most ordinary description, consisting of a wood
drum about 5 feet broad and some 3 feet 6 inches diameter (which
by the way cost £16), on which were wound 2,000 fathoms of ordi-
nary deep-sea lead-line; this latter had been left on the coast by
the first expedition. A couple of Massey's patent leads, the only
available ones in Valparaiso, were procured at an exorbitant price,
and, with some additional sinkers to carry line to bottom in more
than ordinary depths, the vessel was despatched.

Ten days were occupied in doing this work. The number of
casts taken Avere 52, making an aggregate of over 24,000 fathoms,
the maximum depth attained being 731 fathoms. The distance
sounded over about 450 miles.

Out of the above soundings, eight were recorded no bottom in
depths varying from 610 to 880 fathoms.

When going over the same ground afterwards and sounding
Avith the Avire at some of the indicated positions the depths recorded
were found to be as nearly correct as could be expected considering
the rough method Avhich had been employed for obtaining them,
showing that great care had been taken in the direction and ma-
nagement of the Avork.

The " Dacia " left Valparaiso on the 22nd August for Caldera,
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touching at Coquimbo; 38 soundings were taken, making a total
of nearly 15,000 fathoms; maximum depth was 1,085 fathoms, and
distance sounded over about 450 miles; the time occupied in sound-
ing being 2 days 13 hours.

A comparison in this case will render it apparent that sounding
work can be done with the wire apparatus in something less than
one-third the time occupied by the rope and heavy lead method.

A few abstracts from the sounding book will show the time
occupied in taking casts in 1,000 fathoms, or thereabouts : viz.—

No. 9 Sounding

1,122 fins. Time
No. 11

830 fms.
No. 4

Time

730 fins. Time

Let go at
Down
Up
M. S.

42 30
Let go at
Down
Up
M. S.

30 30
Let go at
Down
Up
M. S.

19 10

H.

11

3

5

M.

9
32
52

24
35
55

32
40
52

s.
50
15
20

30
0
0

50
30
0

No. 12 Extension Let go at

1,040 fms. Time
No. 33

1,085 fms. Time

Down
M. S.

14 10 in descending.
Let go at
Down

M. S.

20 30 in descending.

4 51 0
5 5 10

10 1 30
22 0

In view of what has been set forth in the foregoing remarks,
and by way of making the comparisons therein contained more
striking, a statement showing the relative cost of rope and wire-
sounding gear are appended.
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ROPE-SOUNDING APPLIANCES.

Ordinary deep sea
lead line per

1,000 fms.

£ s. d.

15 5 3

Drum, &c.

£ s. d.

2 10 0

Leads each.

£ " s. d.

From 3 15 0
to 6 0 0

Connections
per set.

s. '

14

WIRE-SOUNDING APPLIANCES.

Wire per
1,000 fms.

£ s. d.

2 5 0

Sir W. Thom-
son's appara-
tus complete.

£ s. d.

30 0 0

Sinkers
each.

s.

6

Cod-line
per 100 fms.

s. d.

2 9

¥ iron
rings each.

d.

3

Caustic soda
per lb.

d.

From the above we will deduce the cost of a complete outfit of
each.

ROPE, &C. £ s. d.
Say 5,000 fins. Ordinary D.S. line, at £15 5s. per

1,000 fms 76 5 0
25 sets Connections, at 14s. each . . . . 17 10 0
Drum, &c 2 10 0
Leads—3—150, 2,000 and 3,000 fms. £ 3 15s. to

£6 each 15 0 0

Total 5 0

W I R E , &C.

£ s. d.
Say 15,000 fms. Horsfall's wire, at £2 5s. per 1,000 fms. 33 15 0
Sir W. Thomson's apparatus, complete . . . 30 0 0
20 Sinkers, at 6s. each . . . . . . 6 0 0
100 fms. Cod Line 0 2 9
20 ^-inch iron Rings, 3d. each . . . . . 0 5 0
lOlbs. Caustic Soda, at l^d. lb. . . . - . 0 1 3

1 9 2100 Lead Weights for Brake, at 3^d. each

Total £71 13 2
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It will be seen that with 10,000 fms. more sounding (wire) line
and seventeen more sinkers, with no increased risk of losing wire
or weights, the total cost is nearly one-third less ; adding to this
great desideratum the many other advantages that have been
shown of this over the more primitive method, certainly stamps it
as the most practically useful sounding apparatus yet invented, and
there is no doubt but that with some modifications it may be
brought into use in the ordinary routine of navigation.

Independently of the saving in actual cost, it should be borne in
mind that a most important item is represented by the saving
effected in time and fuel on board a steamer engaged in this class
of work.

Were the two systems equal in efficiency, the fact of having a
greater quantity of material, and that at a much lower cost, would
give the preference to the employment of the wire apparatus.

Subjoined are the results of a few tests taken for breaking-strain
on some wire which had been in use, and kept immersed in the
caustic soda solution for nearly two years :—

No.

1

2

3

5

Broke at

196 lbs.

196 lbs.

196 lbs.

198 lbs.

Elongation.

3%

3%

3%

3%

Broke in

Do.

Do.

Do.

Remarks

middle of wire.

do.

do.

do.

The original breaking-strain of the wire when delivered new
rarely exceeded 2001bs.

In concluding these details and remarks, it will be well perhaps,
as a comparison, to give some particulars of the soundings taken
for two of the Atlantic Cables. This will convey a correct idea of
the extent of work considered necessary for safely depositing at
the bottom of the ocean such slender but important property as
Submarine Cables.

The cables of 1865 and of 1869 (French) are selected as showing
the greatest number of soundings, and where, as may be well under-
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stood, neither trouble nor expense was spared in order to obtain
the best possible knowledge of the nature and contour of the
bottom.

Taking first the lines of 1865 cable between Valentia and New-
foundland, 57 soundings were taken over a distance of about 1,700
miles.

On the line of the French Atlantic between Brest and St. Pierre,
21 soundings were taken in shallow water on the French side, from
40 fms. to 110 fms. over a distance of about 300 miles, 43 sound-
ings were taken in deep water, and into 124 fms. on the American
side, over a distance of about 2,440 miles. Seven more were taken
in depths under 100 fms., making in all 71 soundings over a total
distance of about 2,800 miles.

On the West Coast of America cable expedition 239 soundings
were taken with the Thomson apparatus and 221 by the two
Government steamers before referred to, in all 460 soundings over
a distance of nearly 1,700 miles. This number is exclusive of
those soundings taken during the examination of landing-places,
and of which mention has already been made.

From what has been set forth in this paper, it will be apparent
that, with the Thomson machine for taking soundings, such a con-
tingency as a cable being laid on doubtful ground need not occur.
And it may reasonably be supposed that the so-called ordinary deep-
sea lead line with hundred-weights of sinkers, and that clumsiest
of all clumsy methods of determining the depth, a 3 x 3 buoy-rope
and a five hundredweight mushroom, are contrivances of the past.

DESCRIPTION OF AN AUTOMATIC LOCKING SWITCH,
AS DESIGNED AND APPLIED BY MESSRS. JAMIE-
SON AND DEWAR TO MESSRS. ELLIOT'S SENDING
KEYS.

This combined key and switch is intended for use on submarine
cables, underground wires or land lines, with speaking galvano-
meters, Sir William Thomson's Recorder, or any other form of
telegraphic instrument using the same style of notation.


